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Summary:

Al-Enzi, Kayem and Abdul-Hussein were charged with the murder of Zalal. Abdul-Hussein

gave a statement to the police that Al-Enzi shot Zalal in a car driven by Kayem. The Crown then

proceeded jointly against Al-Enzi and Kayem, charging each with first degree murder. Both pleaded

not guilty and blamed the other. Midway through the trial, Abdul-Hussein recanted his statement.

Al-Enzi's counsel was allowed to withdraw. Al-Enzi could not find another lawyer, despite an

adjournment of nearly four months and an extensive search throughout the province. He applied for

a severance or a mistrial. The trial judge refused and appointed amicus curiae to assist Al-Enzi.

Kayem was acquitted. Al-Enzi was convicted. He appealed on the main ground that the trial judge's

refusal to grant a severance or a mistrial caused a miscarriage of justice.

The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal, set aside the conviction, and ordered a new

trial. "[T]he trial judge exercised his discretion unreasonably by denying Al-Enzi a severance or a

mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial. The appointment of amicus,

even with an expanded mandate, was not an adequate substitute for counsel for Al-Enzi. The trial

judge's denial of a severance or a mistrial deprived Al-Enzi of a fair trial, both in appearance and in

reality. It produced a miscarriage of justice."

Barristers and Solicitors - Topic 1588 

Relationship with client - Termination of relationship - Withdrawal by lawyer - Criminal

cases - [See first Criminal Law - Topic 4294].

Civil Rights - Topic 4646

Right to counsel - Appointment of counsel by the court or the state - Amicus curiae (incl.

compensation issues) - [See both Criminal Law - Topic 4294].

Courts - Topic 1763

Powers - Appointment of counsel - Amicus curiae (incl. compensation issues) - [See both

Criminal Law - Topic 4294].

Criminal Law - Topic 4294

Procedure - Trial judge - Duties and functions of - Where accused not represented (incl.

representation by nonlawyer or agent or amicus curiae) - The Crown proceeded jointly

against the accused and another, charging each with first degree murder - Midway through

the trial, the accused's counsel was allowed to withdraw - The accused could not find another

lawyer - He applied for a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent



him at a new trial - The trial judge refused, and appointed amicus curiae to assist the accused

- The accused was convicted - The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal - The trial

judge exercised his discretion unreasonably by denying the accused a severance or a mistrial

- Amicus, even with an expanded mandate akin to the role of defence counsel, was not an

adequate substitute for defence counsel - "[The accused] needed a person fully familiar with

his case, a person in whom he had full trust and confidence. The solicitor/client relationship

is built on intangible characteristics, not transferable to a person appointed by the court -

certainly not a person with whom the client has had no relationship ... Both the actual

fairness and perceived fairness of criminal proceedings against an accused partly depend on

this relationship. Courts zealously guard one's right to be represented by a lawyer at a

criminal trial. Only in rare cases do courts limit this right. In my view, this was not one of

those rare cases." - See paragraphs 81 and 82. 

Criminal Law - Topic 4294

Procedure - Trial judge - Duties and functions of - Where accused not represented (incl.

representation by nonlawyer or agent or amicus curiae) - The Crown proceeded jointly

against the accused and another, charging each with first degree murder - Midway through

the trial, the accused's counsel was allowed to withdraw - The accused could not find another

lawyer - He applied for a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent

him at a new trial - The trial judge refused, and appointed amicus curiae to assist the accused

- The accused was convicted - He appealed - The Crown submitted that: (1) the accused's

right to a fair trial was not prejudiced because amicus performed admirably; and (2) first

degree murder convictions were upheld in two cases in which the accused had only amicus

to assist for part of the trial - The Ontario Court of Appeal rejected both submissions - First,

this was a case in which the accused was deprived of counsel, not a case in which he claimed

to be ineffectively represented by counsel - No demonstration of actual prejudice was

therefore needed - Forcing the accused to proceed without a lawyer was unfair and produced

a miscarriage of justice - Second, the facts and context in both cases referred to by the Crown

were very different from the facts and context in this case - Most strikingly, the accused in

both those cases were blatantly trying to manipulate the proceedings - No such finding could

be made here - See paragraphs 84 to 95.

Criminal Law - Topic 4482 

Procedure - Trial - Joint or separate trials of two or more persons - The Crown proceeded

jointly against the two accused, charging each with first degree murder - Both pleaded not

guilty and blamed the other - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "When, as in this case,

two persons are accused of committing a crime in concert, there is a presumption in favour

of trying the accused together. That presumption applies with particular force when two

accused mount a cut-throat defence and blame each other, as [the accused] did ... . Thus, in

cases in which two accused engage in cut-throat tactics, only exceptionally should they be

tried separately. Similar considerations apply to decisions on applications for a mistrial. In

determining whether to grant a mistrial, a trial judge must consider whether there is a real

danger of prejudice to the accused or of a miscarriage of justice if the trial were to continue

... . As with decisions on severance applications, the trial judge must balance the interests of

the accused against other considerations, including the public interest ... . Because severance



decisions (and decisions refusing a mistrial) are discretionary, they are entitled to deference

on appeal. An appellate court is justified in intervening only if the trial judge exercised this

discretion unreasonably or acted on a wrong principle." - The Court focussed on the trial

judge's severance decision in this case because severance was the subject of a formal

application and ruling, while the possibility of a mistrial was only referred to in passing -

"Nonetheless, the two remedies engage similar considerations." - See paragraphs 62 to 65.

Criminal Law - Topic 4482 

Procedure - Trial - Joint or separate trials of two or more persons - The Crown proceeded

jointly against the two accused (Al-Enzi and Kayem), charging each with first degree murder

- Both pleaded not guilty and blamed the other - In the middle of the trial, counsel for Al-

Enzi was allowed to withdraw - The judge ruled that the trial would continue against both

accused before the jury, though Al-Enzi would be without counsel - To "assure trial fairness"

for Al-Enzi, the trial judge appointed an amicus in an expanded role - Al-Enzi continued to

assert his right to counsel - In his severance ruling, the trial judge said that the question he

had to decide was whether Al-Enzi's right to be represented by counsel of his choice

prevailed over the Crown's right to proceed jointly against the two accused with antagonistic

defences and Kayem's right to continue the trial - Kayem was acquitted - Al-Enzi appealed

his conviction - The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the severance ruling could not stand -

The trial judge asked himself the wrong question - "[T]his was not a case in which an

accused insisted on counsel of choice. This case was about a choice between counsel or no

counsel. ... . And the critical fact is that no lawyer was willing to take on his defence in the

middle of a first degree murder trial ... The right question - the question the trial judge ought

to have asked himself - is this: would requiring Al-Enzi to proceed without counsel but with

the assistance of amicus strike a reasonable balance between Al-Enzi's right to a fair trial, the

Crown's interest in a joint trial and Kayem's interest in the continuation of this trial? That

question should have led, in my view, to a very different answer from the one given by the

trial judge." - See paragraphs 70 and 71.

Criminal Law - Topic 4482 

Procedure - Trial - Joint or separate trials of two or more persons - The Crown proceeded

jointly against the two accused (Al-Enzi and Kayem), charging each with first degree murder

- Both pleaded not guilty and blamed the other - In the middle of the trial, counsel for Al-

Enzi was allowed to withdraw - Al-Enzi applied for a severance or a mistrial so that he could

retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial - The trial judge refused, and appointed amicus

curiae to assist the accused - The trial judge gave three reasons for his ruling: the public's

overwhelming interest in joint trials when two accused blamed each other; Al-Enzi caused

his counsel to withdraw; and Al-Enzi was familiar with the criminal justice system from his

extensive criminal record - Al-Enzi appealed his conviction - The Ontario Court of Appeal

held that the severance ruling could not stand - The trial judge exercised his discretion

unreasonably by relying on two unsupportable considerations - Only the first, the

presumption in favour of joint trials, was a fair consideration - "As Al-Enzi and Kayem

mounted cut-throat defences, the strong presumption in favour of joint trials was an

important consideration on the severance application. ... As important as this consideration

was, however, it was not the exclusive consideration." - There was no evidence on the record



of any dishonourable conduct on the part of Al-Enzi or of any attempt by him to manipulate

the proceedings - Al-Enzi's criminal record and therefore his apparent familiarity with the

criminal justice system had little significance in the light of the complexity of this case and

the seriousness of the charge - See paragraphs 72 to 79.

Criminal Law - Topic 4482 

Procedure - Trial - Joint or separate trials of two or more persons - Al-Enzi, Kayem and

Abdul-Hussein were charged with the murder of Zalal - Abdul-Hussein gave a statement to

the police that Al-Enzi shot Zalal in a car driven by Kayem - The Crown proceeded jointly

against Al-Enzi and Kayem, charging each with first degree murder - Both pleaded not guilty

and blamed the other - In the middle of the trial, Al-Enzi's counsel (Barnes) was allowed to

withdraw - Al-Enzi applied for a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to

represent him at a new trial - The trial judge refused, and appointed amicus curiae to assist

Al-Enzi - Kayem was acquitted; Al-Enzi was convicted - The Ontario Court of Appeal held

that the severance ruling could not stand - The trial judge failed to take into account highly

relevant considerations, including the following which "argued forcefully for a severance" -

"The trial was complex ... [R]epresentation by counsel is generally essential to a fair trial,

and that is especially so when an accused is charged with a serious offence and the trial is

likely to be complex ... The Crown and Kayem, both represented by experienced counsel,

were aligned in interest against Al-Enzi ... The Crown's case against Al-Enzi was formidable

... Al-Enzi was 'not particularly literate' ... [T]he Crown's main witness, other important parts

of the trial had not taken place when Barnes withdrew ... There was no evidence that Al-Enzi

was attempting to frustrate the proceedings ... Al-Enzi and others trying to help him made

sincere and diligent efforts to find a lawyer to replace Barnes. The evidence uniformly

showed that not a single lawyer in the province would take over the defence of a first degree

murder charge in the middle of the trial. While severance would mean losing the advantage

of a joint trial, the Crown still had Abdul-Hussein's police statement implicating Al-Enzi in

Zalal's murder." - See paragraphs 79 to 80.

Criminal Law - Topic 4488

Procedure - Trial - Representation of accused - [See Criminal Law - Topic 4633].

Criminal Law - Topic 4633

Procedure - Mistrials - Grounds - Al-Enzi, Kayem and Abdul-Hussein were charged with the

murder of Zalal - Abdul-Hussein gave a statement to the police that Al-Enzi shot Zalal in a

car driven by Kayem - The Crown then proceeded jointly against Al-Enzi and Kayem,

charging each with first degree murder - Both pleaded not guilty and blamed the other -

Midway through the trial, Abdul-Hussein recanted his statement - Al-Enzi's counsel was

allowed to withdraw - Al-Enzi could not find another lawyer, despite an adjournment of

nearly four months and an extensive search throughout the province - He applied for a

severance or a mistrial - The trial judge refused and appointed amicus curiae to assist Al-Enzi

- Kayem was acquitted - Al-Enzi was convicted - He appealed on the main ground that the

trial judge's refusal to grant a severance or a mistrial caused a miscarriage of justice - Al-Enzi

submitted that his right to be represented by counsel outweighed the importance of a joint

trial - He argued that the trial judge's ruling deprived him of a fair trial, both in appearance



and in reality - The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal, set aside the conviction, and

ordered a new trial - "[T]he trial judge exercised his discretion unreasonably by denying Al-

Enzi a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial.

The appointment of amicus, even with an expanded mandate, was not an adequate substitute

for counsel for Al-Enzi. The trial judge's denial of a severance or a mistrial deprived Al-Enzi

of a fair trial, both in appearance and in reality. It produced a miscarriage of justice." - See

paragraph 96.

Criminal Law - Topic 4852

Appeals - Indictable offences - Grounds of appeal - Miscarriage of justice - [See Criminal

Law - Topic 4633].

Criminal Law - Topic 4983.1

Appeals - Indictable offences - Powers of Court of Appeal - Power to order new trial - [See

Criminal Law - Topic 4633].

Criminal Law - Topic 4989 

Appeals - Indictable offences - Powers of Court of Appeal - Power to allow appeal where

miscarriage of justice - [See Criminal Law - Topic 4633].
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Statutes Noticed:

Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, sect. 591(3) [para. 61].

Counsel:

Marie Henein and Matthew Gourlay, for the appellant;

Jamie Klukach and Gavin MacDonald, for the respondent.

This appeal was heard on February 26 and 27, 2014, before Laskin, Goudge and Watt, JJ.A.,

of the Ontario Court of Appeal. In reasons written by Laskin, J.A., the Court delivered the following

judgment, dated July 31, 2014.

Appeal allowed;

new trial ordered.

Editor: E. Joanne Oley

Barristers and Solicitors - Topic 1588 

Relationship with client - Termination of relationship - Withdrawal by lawyer - Criminal

cases - The Crown proceeded jointly against the accused and another, charging each with

first degree murder - Midway through the trial, the accused's counsel was allowed to

withdraw - The accused could not find another lawyer - He applied for a severance or a

mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial - The trial judge

refused, and appointed amicus curiae to assist the accused - The accused was convicted - The

Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal - The trial judge exercised his discretion

unreasonably by denying the accused a severance or a mistrial - Amicus, even with an

expanded mandate akin to the role of defence counsel, was not an adequate substitute for

defence counsel - "[The accused] needed a person fully familiar with his case, a person in

whom he had full trust and confidence. The solicitor/client relationship is built on intangible

characteristics, not transferable to a person appointed by the court - certainly not a person

with whom the client has had no relationship ... Both the actual fairness and perceived

fairness of criminal proceedings against an accused partly depend on this relationship. Courts

zealously guard one's right to be represented by a lawyer at a criminal trial. Only in rare cases

do courts limit this right. In my view, this was not one of those rare cases." - See paragraphs

81 and 82. 

Civil Rights - Topic 4646

Right to counsel - Appointment of counsel by the court or the state - Amicus curiae (incl.

compensation issues) - The Crown proceeded jointly against the accused and another,

charging each with first degree murder - Midway through the trial, the accused's counsel was

allowed to withdraw - The accused could not find another lawyer - He applied for a

severance or a mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial - The

trial judge refused, and appointed amicus curiae to assist the accused - The accused was

convicted - The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal - The trial judge exercised his

discretion unreasonably by denying the accused a severance or a mistrial - Amicus, even with



an expanded mandate akin to the role of defence counsel, was not an adequate substitute for

defence counsel - "[The accused] needed a person fully familiar with his case, a person in

whom he had full trust and confidence. The solicitor/client relationship is built on intangible

characteristics, not transferable to a person appointed by the court - certainly not a person

with whom the client has had no relationship ... Both the actual fairness and perceived

fairness of criminal proceedings against an accused partly depend on this relationship. Courts

zealously guard one's right to be represented by a lawyer at a criminal trial. Only in rare cases

do courts limit this right. In my view, this was not one of those rare cases." - See paragraphs

81 and 82. 

Civil Rights - Topic 4646

Right to counsel - Appointment of counsel by the court or the state - Amicus curiae (incl.

compensation issues) - The Crown proceeded jointly against the accused and another,

charging each with first degree murder - Midway through the trial, the accused's counsel was

allowed to withdraw - The accused could not find another lawyer - He applied for a

severance or a mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial - The

trial judge refused, and appointed amicus curiae to assist the accused - The accused was

convicted - He appealed - The Crown submitted that: (1) the accused's right to a fair trial was

not prejudiced because amicus performed admirably; and (2) first degree murder convictions

were upheld in two cases in which the accused had only amicus to assist for part of the trial -

The Ontario Court of Appeal rejected both submissions - First, this was a case in which the

accused was deprived of counsel, not a case in which he claimed to be ineffectively

represented by counsel - No demonstration of actual prejudice was therefore needed -

Forcing the accused to proceed without a lawyer was unfair and produced a miscarriage of

justice - Second, the facts and context in both cases referred to by the Crown were very

different from the facts and context in this case - Most strikingly, the accused in both those

cases were blatantly trying to manipulate the proceedings - No such finding could be made

here - See paragraphs 84 to 95.

Courts - Topic 1763

Powers - Appointment of counsel - Amicus curiae (incl. compensation issues) - The Crown

proceeded jointly against the accused and another, charging each with first degree murder -

Midway through the trial, the accused's counsel was allowed to withdraw - The accused

could not find another lawyer - He applied for a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain

a lawyer to represent him at a new trial - The trial judge refused, and appointed amicus curiae

to assist the accused - The accused was convicted - The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the

appeal - The trial judge exercised his discretion unreasonably by denying the accused a

severance or a mistrial - Amicus, even with an expanded mandate akin to the role of defence

counsel, was not an adequate substitute for defence counsel - "[The accused] needed a person

fully familiar with his case, a person in whom he had full trust and confidence. The

solicitor/client relationship is built on intangible characteristics, not transferable to a person

appointed by the court - certainly not a person with whom the client has had no relationship

... Both the actual fairness and perceived fairness of criminal proceedings against an accused

partly depend on this relationship. Courts zealously guard one's right to be represented by a

lawyer at a criminal trial. Only in rare cases do courts limit this right. In my view, this was



not one of those rare cases." - See paragraphs 81 and 82. 

Courts - Topic 1763

Powers - Appointment of counsel - Amicus curiae (incl. compensation issues) - The Crown

proceeded jointly against the accused and another, charging each with first degree murder -

Midway through the trial, the accused's counsel was allowed to withdraw - The accused

could not find another lawyer - He applied for a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain

a lawyer to represent him at a new trial - The trial judge refused, and appointed amicus curiae

to assist the accused - The accused was convicted - He appealed - The Crown submitted that:

(1) the accused's right to a fair trial was not prejudiced because amicus performed admirably;

and (2) first degree murder convictions were upheld in two cases in which the accused had

only amicus to assist for part of the trial - The Ontario Court of Appeal rejected both

submissions - First, this was a case in which the accused was deprived of counsel, not a case

in which he claimed to be ineffectively represented by counsel - No demonstration of actual

prejudice was therefore needed - Forcing the accused to proceed without a lawyer was unfair

and produced a miscarriage of justice - Second, the facts and context in both cases referred

to by the Crown were very different from the facts and context in this case - Most strikingly,

the accused in both those cases were blatantly trying to manipulate the proceedings - No such

finding could be made here - See paragraphs 84 to 95.

Criminal Law - Topic 4488

Procedure - Trial - Representation of accused - Al-Enzi, Kayem and Abdul-Hussein were

charged with the murder of Zalal - Abdul-Hussein gave a statement to the police that Al-Enzi

shot Zalal in a car driven by Kayem - The Crown then proceeded jointly against Al-Enzi and

Kayem, charging each with first degree murder - Both pleaded not guilty and blamed the

other - Midway through the trial, Abdul-Hussein recanted his statement - Al-Enzi's counsel

was allowed to withdraw - Al-Enzi could not find another lawyer, despite an adjournment

of nearly four months and an extensive search throughout the province - He applied for a

severance or a mistrial - The trial judge refused and appointed amicus curiae to assist Al-Enzi

- Kayem was acquitted - Al-Enzi was convicted - He appealed on the main ground that the

trial judge's refusal to grant a severance or a mistrial caused a miscarriage of justice - Al-Enzi

submitted that his right to be represented by counsel outweighed the importance of a joint

trial - He argued that the trial judge's ruling deprived him of a fair trial, both in appearance

and in reality - The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal, set aside the conviction, and

ordered a new trial - "[T]he trial judge exercised his discretion unreasonably by denying Al-

Enzi a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial.

The appointment of amicus, even with an expanded mandate, was not an adequate substitute

for counsel for Al-Enzi. The trial judge's denial of a severance or a mistrial deprived Al-Enzi

of a fair trial, both in appearance and in reality. It produced a miscarriage of justice." - See

paragraph 96.

Criminal Law - Topic 4852

Appeals - Indictable offences - Grounds of appeal - Miscarriage of justice - Al-Enzi, Kayem

and Abdul-Hussein were charged with the murder of Zalal - Abdul-Hussein gave a statement

to the police that Al-Enzi shot Zalal in a car driven by Kayem - The Crown then proceeded



jointly against Al-Enzi and Kayem, charging each with first degree murder - Both pleaded

not guilty and blamed the other - Midway through the trial, Abdul-Hussein recanted his

statement - Al-Enzi's counsel was allowed to withdraw - Al-Enzi could not find another

lawyer, despite an adjournment of nearly four months and an extensive search throughout the

province - He applied for a severance or a mistrial - The trial judge refused and appointed

amicus curiae to assist Al-Enzi - Kayem was acquitted - Al-Enzi was convicted - He

appealed on the main ground that the trial judge's refusal to grant a severance or a mistrial

caused a miscarriage of justice - Al-Enzi submitted that his right to be represented by counsel

outweighed the importance of a joint trial - He argued that the trial judge's ruling deprived

him of a fair trial, both in appearance and in reality - The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed

the appeal, set aside the conviction, and ordered a new trial - "[T]he trial judge exercised his

discretion unreasonably by denying Al-Enzi a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain

a lawyer to represent him at a new trial. The appointment of amicus, even with an expanded

mandate, was not an adequate substitute for counsel for Al-Enzi. The trial judge's denial of

a severance or a mistrial deprived Al-Enzi of a fair trial, both in appearance and in reality.

It produced a miscarriage of justice." - See paragraph 96.

Criminal Law - Topic 4983.1

Appeals - Indictable offences - Powers of Court of Appeal - Power to order new trial - Al-

Enzi, Kayem and Abdul-Hussein were charged with the murder of Zalal - Abdul-Hussein

gave a statement to the police that Al-Enzi shot Zalal in a car driven by Kayem - The Crown

then proceeded jointly against Al-Enzi and Kayem, charging each with first degree murder -

Both pleaded not guilty and blamed the other - Midway through the trial, Abdul-Hussein

recanted his statement - Al-Enzi's counsel was allowed to withdraw - Al-Enzi could not find

another lawyer, despite an adjournment of nearly four months and an extensive search

throughout the province - He applied for a severance or a mistrial - The trial judge refused

and appointed amicus curiae to assist Al-Enzi - Kayem was acquitted - Al-Enzi was

convicted - He appealed on the main ground that the trial judge's refusal to grant a severance

or a mistrial caused a miscarriage of justice - Al-Enzi submitted that his right to be

represented by counsel outweighed the importance of a joint trial - He argued that the trial

judge's ruling deprived him of a fair trial, both in appearance and in reality - The Ontario

Court of Appeal allowed the appeal, set aside the conviction, and ordered a new trial - "[T]he

trial judge exercised his discretion unreasonably by denying Al-Enzi a severance or a mistrial

so that he could retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial. The appointment of amicus,

even with an expanded mandate, was not an adequate substitute for counsel for Al-Enzi. The

trial judge's denial of a severance or a mistrial deprived Al-Enzi of a fair trial, both in

appearance and in reality. It produced a miscarriage of justice." - See paragraph 96.

Criminal Law - Topic 4989 

Appeals - Indictable offences - Powers of Court of Appeal - Power to allow appeal where

miscarriage of justice - Al-Enzi, Kayem and Abdul-Hussein were charged with the murder

of Zalal - Abdul-Hussein gave a statement to the police that Al-Enzi shot Zalal in a car

driven by Kayem - The Crown then proceeded jointly against Al-Enzi and Kayem, charging

each with first degree murder - Both pleaded not guilty and blamed the other - Midway

through the trial, Abdul-Hussein recanted his statement - Al-Enzi's counsel was allowed to



withdraw - Al-Enzi could not find another lawyer, despite an adjournment of nearly four

months and an extensive search throughout the province - He applied for a severance or a

mistrial - The trial judge refused and appointed amicus curiae to assist Al-Enzi - Kayem was

acquitted - Al-Enzi was convicted - He appealed on the main ground that the trial judge's

refusal to grant a severance or a mistrial caused a miscarriage of justice - Al-Enzi submitted

that his right to be represented by counsel outweighed the importance of a joint trial - He

argued that the trial judge's ruling deprived him of a fair trial, both in appearance and in

reality - The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal, set aside the conviction, and

ordered a new trial - "[T]he trial judge exercised his discretion unreasonably by denying Al-

Enzi a severance or a mistrial so that he could retain a lawyer to represent him at a new trial.

The appointment of amicus, even with an expanded mandate, was not an adequate substitute

for counsel for Al-Enzi. The trial judge's denial of a severance or a mistrial deprived Al-Enzi

of a fair trial, both in appearance and in reality. It produced a miscarriage of justice." - See

paragraph 96.


